protocol extension developed by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) which enables collaboration between users and makes the documents on the server editable [1] . CalDAV (Calendaring Extensions to WebDAV) is an extension to WebDAV, which defines the standard of managing / sharing calendar and scheduling information. CalDAV is the core protocol in the whole protocol stack [2] .
iCalendar is the standard of calendar data exchange. It enables users to send "Meeting Request" or "Mission" via email or sharing ics files. iCalendar standard is independent of the communication protocols. A calendar event could be sent by email, or you can share and edit it through WebDAV server [3] . Because of the inflexible structure and bad readability of iCalendar standard, people developed jCal standard using a more flexible JSON format to write iCalendar data [4] . jCal is still in the draft stage, however by virtue of its advantages, it is likely to replace [5] . Calendar publishers are often responsible of management, individuals have no right to modify. Technically, subscription data is often stored and maintained in business systems, calendar has read-only access to this part of data. But if the subscription data is stored locally in the calendar application, then you can grant CRUD rights for a particular user role.
B. Authorization Structure
Standard calendar service is an internet-oriented, loosely packed and disorganized structure. Apart from users' full control of their own calendars, there are lot of mutual authorizations among users. User groups based on the mutual authorizations may have star structure, net structure or a combination of both. In such authorization structures, promoters and maintainers are end users [6] .
Enterprise calendar is organization-oriented. So it naturally has the same tree structure with normal organizations.
Enterprise calendar Authorization of standard calendar is designed for specific calendar read / write permissions. However business systems usually have role-based authorization. Mapping data of roles and calendars could be maintained either in business system side or in calendar side [7] .
C. Daily Management
Calendar management mainly includes three aspects: 
